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FACTS What we are - on paper.

WOLKBERG CASTING STUDIOS (PTY) LTD
Established in 2015

Business Registration No: 2015/107976/07
VAT Registration No:  488 028 3603

183B Abraham van Wyk Street, Ruimsig
Johannesburg, South Africa

www.wolkberg.com

+27 71 506 4829

ramielle@wolkberg.com
design@wolkberg.com 
design1@wolkberg.com
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FEELINGS

Wolkberg Casting Studio is a place were the norm isn’t convention and trends find new, deeper meaning.

In the foothills of the Wolkberg mountain range in Limpopo, two like-minded Industrial Design students, 
Reando Potgieter and Graeme Bramley conceptualised a company that creates industrialised, unique 
products, using materials that push the envelope of possibilities. They refined their ideas over long breaks 
from university in the forests of Agatha, building wooden cabins by hand from what they could find in their 
surroundings.

Researching and studying in his free time, Reando nurtured an unexpected passion for concrete. Limesite 
was born from and driven by the realisation that the oldest building material in the world can be made 
stronger, sustainably and more beautiful by understanding it on a molecular level.

Realising their once whimsical idea was on the brink of reality, Reando and Graeme then approached 
Ramielle de Jager to join them on their endeavour. Her passion for innovation and business know-how added 
a new dynamic to the team. Ramielle has more than 10 years of new product development and product 
management experience with some of South Africa’s leading brands.

All the pieces were nearly in place...

Graeme then began the intrinsic development of our Limesite production plant and has pioneered new 
manufacturing methods and built custom machinery unique to this precise and revolutionary material. 
Always expanding and always innovating, our factory pushes the boundaries through every upgrade.

We can’t wait for what’s next - can you?

Seekers, believers, dauntless. Who we really are, and where we come from. 

©Willie Botha
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FUTURE

In the foothills of the Wolkberg mountain range in Limpopo, two like-minded Industrial Design students, Reando Potgieter and 
Graeme Bramley conceptualised a company that creates unique concrete products. They refined their ideas over long weekends in 
the forest, building a wooden cabin by hand from what they could find in their surroundings.

Researching and studying in his free time, Reando developed an unexpected passion for concrete. Limesite was born from and 
driven by the realisation that the oldest building material in the world can be made stronger, more sustainably and more beautiful 
by understanding it on a molecular level. 

Realising their once whimsical idea was on the brink of reality, Reando and Graeme then approached Ramielle to join them on their 
endeavour. Her passion for innovation and business know-how added a new dynamic to the team. Ramielle has more than 10 years 
of new product development and product management experience with some of South Africa’s leading brands. 

All the pieces were nearly in place...

Pitching their idea to a successful entrepreneur in his own right, Uveshan Moodley ran with the proposition and invested into the 
start of a new era in South African manufacturing.

Graeme then began the intrinsic development of our Limesite production plant and has pioneered the design and building of 
custom machinery, unique to this precise and revolutionary process. Always expanding and always innovating, our factory pushes 
the boundaries through every upgrade.

We can’t wait for what’s next - can you?

Why we do what we do and how we are creating a future for our industry.

In 2015 our market research showed that audacious consumers and bold designers were looking for more 
than what was readily available in the surfacing market. The interest and experimentation with alternative 
materials and stones had begun all around the world; for greener futuristic construction materials. This is 
where we saw the opportunity to add value by using our high-performance concrete (Limesite) as a quality 
alternative to conventional stoneware.

In 2017, we launched Limesite to the design industry and it was embraced in a big way by architects, interior 
designers, brands, commercial and private clients. This was confirmation that our efforts in research and 
development were not in vain and that up-cycled materials and products have marketable value.

We do what we do because we are passionate about pushing boundaries in design and innovation. We 
are creatives and love collaborating with other designers on change-making projects. We enjoy the thrill of 
R&D and invest a lot of our energy and time into continuously improving our existing product ranges and 
innovative new product designs. We live to make the impossible possible, taking ideas and building a solid 
foundation of good design under it to ensure success.

Our innovation in material and product design has given us a healthy following in South Africa’s design 
community. This reputation, coupled with us being ambassadors for making more sustainable products and 
setting the trend for ethical manufacturing, has given us a responsibility to uphold the change for future 
generations.
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FUNDAMENTALS

In the foothills of the Wolkberg mountain range in Limpopo, two like-minded Industrial Design students, Reando Potgieter and 
Graeme Bramley conceptualised a company that creates unique concrete products. They refined their ideas over long weekends in 
the forest, building a wooden cabin by hand from what they could find in their surroundings.

Researching and studying in his free time, Reando developed an unexpected passion for concrete. Limesite was born from and 
driven by the realisation that the oldest building material in the world can be made stronger, more sustainably and more beautiful 
by understanding it on a molecular level. 

Realising their once whimsical idea was on the brink of reality, Reando and Graeme then approached Ramielle to join them on their 
endeavour. Her passion for innovation and business know-how added a new dynamic to the team. Ramielle has more than 10 years 
of new product development and product management experience with some of South Africa’s leading brands. 

All the pieces were nearly in place...

Pitching their idea to a successful entrepreneur in his own right, Uveshan Moodley ran with the proposition and invested into the 
start of a new era in South African manufacturing.

Graeme then began the intrinsic development of our Limesite production plant and has pioneered the design and building of 
custom machinery, unique to this precise and revolutionary process. Always expanding and always innovating, our factory pushes 
the boundaries through every upgrade.

We can’t wait for what’s next - can you?

How do we do it?

Our mission is to innovate and lead.  We can do this through our highly skilled and diverse team of designers, 
new product development and innovative management principles.

We have developed a high-performance concrete called Limesite that is truly a cut above the rest. This came 
after many years of R&D into the material’s composition and refining the entire process of manufacturing this 
innovative stone.

Our impeccable mould making skills are a huge contributing factor to our success.  We have mastered the art 
of mould making using the latest technology available to us.

Wolkseal and the sealing process is also specific to our products and as we progress with improvements on 
Limesite so too will our sealer and methodology advance.

By paying close attention to the market and their requirements, as well as other leaders in design and 
innovation, we can ensure that what we bring to the table is always unique and of value.
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FINESSE What makes us different?

Our innovation in material science and mould making sets us apart in the surfaces market.

The signature aesthetic in our Dimensions surface has become well known and appreciated by the market. It 
took years to perfect, and with continuous improvements being made to the products daily – we make for a 
tough act to follow.

Our key differentiating factor in business is our wealth of expertise across the product development field, 
individual skillsets and our never ending ambition. This puts us in a position to lead, and we are passionate 
about staying ahead of the curve.

We don’t take our first movers’ advantage lightly and always feel the pressure to keep ahead. This pressure 
drives us to move forward and continuously produce pioneering products.
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FAMILY
Our combined expertise in Industrial Design, Interior Design, Product Development and Product 
Management ensure the sustained growth and continued innovation of Wolkberg Casting 
Studio.

DESIGN DIRECTOR

ENGINEERING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

MARKETING & SALES DIRECTOR

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

MANUFACTURING DIRECTOR

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

GRAEME BRAMLEY RAMIELLE DE JAGER REANDO POTGIETER
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PRODUCTS We offer a multitude of products manufactured by hand at our factory.
Our products all consist of Limesite, our innovative, unique concrete.

SURFACES

We manufacture 
breathtakingly beautiful 
pre-cast Limesite slabs. 
Our surfaces can be used 
as counter tops in kitchens, 
bathroom vanities, table 
surfaces and more.

An often overlooked 
element in crafting the right 
atmosphere, our range 
speaks to your specific 
lighting needs.

WALL TILES

Functional, simplistic tile 
designs with timeless allure. 
Our range of hand crafted 
wall tiles are purposefully 
designed to accentuate the 
unique Wolkberg Dimensions 
finish.

Versatile handmade floor tiles 
in a multitude of colours to 
create unique contemporary 
spaces. Modern designs to 
celebrate in any room, from 
‘on trend’ to everyday living.

LIGHTINGFLOOR TILES

We focus on accessible 
and functional objects to 
accentuate your space. 
Turning everyday objects into 
stylish, useful pieces. 

SMALL CASTINGS

Commissions are fun, 
collaborative and challenging. 
We are able to tranform any 
idea into a work of art with 
our master industrialisation 
skills.

COMMISSIONED CASTINGS

‘Landmark’ by Lorenzo Nassimbeni ©Markus Jordaan

Dove Grey DIMENSIONS

Scallop Floor Tile in Wolkwhite

Zen Tray in Wolkwhite

Various Tile Shapes in Saint DIMENSIONS

Custom Sphere Pendant
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SERVICES This is what Wolkberg does best; we take your idea, redesign it, tweak it, refine it, and 
then turn it into a reality - no matter how big or small the quantities.

BESPOKE DESIGN

Bespoke design is and has 
always been a desired 
creative outlet for individuals 
and designers alike. We invite 
others to utilise our expertise 
and skill set in order to create 
truly interesting spaces for 
their clients and homes.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Our holistic attitude creates 
an important feedback 
loop by narrowing the gap 
between concepts and 
finished products, designers 
and manufacturers, 
technological innovation and 
artisanal skill.

We are master mould makers 
- from tiny components, 
to works of art, to urban 
furniture. No design is 
beyond our technical skill. 
Moulds are at the core of 
our success and we strive to 
continue to provide the finest 
manufacturing service to our 
clients.

MOULD MAKING

Zen TraysCustom Floating Bedside Tables in Dove Grey DIMENSIONS

Zen Tray Moulds
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FUN Projects, installations and collaborations we have had the privilege and pleasure of working on.

Rondebosch Planter Vanity in Dove Grey DIMENSIONS Sphere Pendant in Dove Grey Adorn Leaf Clad in Brass

Iva Tile in Dove Grey Dimensions with Adorn Bow in BrassGibbous Table in Lowveld CoalEmerald Dimensions Variation

Ndebele Tile (various colours) with Cone Light

Cross Tile in Dove Grey Dimensions
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HIGHLIGHTS We have been approached for features and editorials in the following prestigious 
publications, exhibitions, TV shows and blogs.


